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If you have ever wanted to develop your intuition but have been frustrated with "complicated"

systems like tarot, astrology and others, then this is your day! You are psychic! Each and every one

of us is intuitive naturally. In this no-nonsense and no-fluff book, Blair teaches you three simple

steps to living a happier and more fulfilled life by quickly developing your natural born intuition. An

easy listen, this book can change your life! In this book you'll discover:  three easy ways to develop

your natural intuition, even if you feel you don't have an intuitive bone in your body how to protect

yourself from evil energy get answers to questions within minutes of listening with numerology,

pendulums and time projected empathy (tm) how to know a person's emotional state easily and

intuitively develop your intuition through touch contains fun and entertaining exercises to practice

Time Projected Empathy (tm): for the first time ever Blair Robertson reveals exactly how he

predicted many of the worlds most shocking events such as the Japanese 9.0 earthquake and

tsunami, plane crashes, celebrity passings. and much more.... This book is brief and to-the-point.

No fluff. No filler. Get it today and start improving your life instantly! Blair Robertson is a psychic

medium who helps people live happier and fuller lives by demonstrating that love never dies. He

offers live events, online seminars and courses designed to help people reach new levels of spiritual

understanding. A Canadian of Scottish descent, he resides in Arizona with his wife.
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Great read. Similar to other books I've read. I think all books like this are similar since the tools and



practices are the same. It's just a matter of how the author presents them. This book does a nice job

explaining how to trust our intuition to better our psychic abilities, explains the different forms of

psychic abilities and gives exercises for strengthening all our natural psychic abilities.

I enjoyed this book as well as his other book Spirit Guides. Blair has a laid back approach that

invites you in and makes these practices do able. I love the simplicity in his writing and that he

doesn't try to make himself out to be above the crowd. He has an openness that comes through on

every page. His directions are simple his methods are easy. No need to jump on one foot while

lighting a candle and chanting...LOL Just easy to follow and fun directions. I have not been one for

the pendulum but because of the way he presented it I will give it a try again with a fresh

perspective. Thank you Blair for being so open and genuine. It is very refreshing. I recommend this

easy and quick book!

Blair has such a gift for explaining aspects of psychic development in simple terms that almost

anyone can grasp. He takes the "spooky factor" out of learning to tap into one's own intuitive

abilities with simple tools to get started. I love his down-to-earth approach to teaching anyone,

whether novice or expert, how to learn to listen to their own instincts and find a connection to their

Spirit Guides. Definitely GOOD STUFF!!!

It was really very informative and I love that Blair gave his opinion on different things in the book.

Opened me up to a different perspective. I am thirteen years old and progressing on my spiritual

journey, so, I'm stocking up on books and techniques to be the best psychic I can be. I've always

had an interest in spirituality and the occult since I was young and I was actually gifted when I had

no clue. Now, I have two lifetime friends on my side who are older than me and psychic. They have

really helped in encouraging me to better my gifts. I can't wait for the many years of happiness I've

had visions and glimpses of to come. Thanks for getting out this book, Blair. While I do wish this

book was a little longer so I could read and learn a bit more from it, I still learned a lot from it. This

could be a bit on the theatrical or dramatic side, but your book possibly changed a little piece of my

life. I tried your techniques and.... um, I predicted a HUGE tsunami in the Philippines later this year. I

had dreams of it in the past, as well. Let's hope it doesn't happen.

This book not only helps overcome fears of opening up to spirit guides.But also shows how to bring

the white light around you. In this book you much information for us who have had fears but want to



move on . I love the numerology you shared to teach us on our life path numI can't wait to find out

how many guides I have.I am so excited to move forward.This book was so empowering.The

pendulum was very interesting,another option to try and sounds pretty easy.Predicting the future

was very interesting ,this would be very cool to develope.The book is such an easy read and love

your humor. Loved the stories of how things happen to you ,thanks for sharing these with us .I can't

wait to connect to my spirit guides.With your help I really think this is going to happen.I am hoping

some day to be able to help my friends and family connect to their love one.Sandi Love

(SandiLove27@gmail.com)

Blair has a way of writing clearly that is very easily understood. No psychic babble, having to look up

words to understand what he is teaching about. Even though I have used a pendulum for years, he

taught a few new things I appreciate. He goes directly to the heart of the matter in his clear concise

explanations. He gives simple easy short meditations which are not overwhelming nor complicated.

After hearing him speak one time, I'm so glad to be on his mailing list, getting his blogs, etc and

reaping benefits from his wisdom. Keep it up Blair, the world needs more like you, keeping it simple

and bringing to the masses to raise the vibration of our planet.

I have taken expensive classes on medium training which have helped me tremendously, that said

this book does many times more than its price when it comes to helping you in real life. First off, the

White Light protection techinique is one Ive never used but this explanation encouraged me to use

it. Blairs was simple and I could do it. I ususally have a hard time visualizing but his worked

exceptionally well.Then comes the training. Three steps that anyone can do and get results. I did

them and lo and behold its true ! I got a response that was positive and true. Finally the pendulum is

taught and that is something Ive always had trouble with. I just thought I couldn't do it right. Using

Blairs technique and instruction I did get results and now know what Ive been doing wrong. All in all

this book is the real deal. Simple, concise , and affordable. You cant go wrong with this one.

I downloaded this book when it was offered for free, but I would have been happy to pay for it.

Generally, when you pick up a book like this it's esoteric or filled with so many technical steps that

you abandon it as "too hard" Not so, here. Blair makes this simple and, dare I say it, fun? He's

essentially offering a "how to" of psychic development that's within the reach of all. And that's what

makes it great. I particularly enjoyed the discussion of intuitive insights as a roadmap and the role of

free will in all of this, and the section on use of the pendulum as a tool. The book is clear, useful,



and entertaining, with references we all can understand. Well done!
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